JUBILEE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL UPDATED ENLISTMENT

Student’s Name: ___________________________ Grade 10 / Section ___________
Parent / Guardian’s signature over printed name ________________________________

1. Possible partnership with De La Salle University (DLSU), which will include DLSU teachers deployment and course standardization for selected Accountancy, Business, Management (ABM) and Information Communication Technology (ICT) subjects. Kindly give us your feedback by checking the appropriate box:

☐ I agree with the partnership
☐ I don’t agree with the partnership; cite reasons: ________________________________

2. Modular Bible Class in partnership with International Graduate School of Leadership (IGSL) for students to study "Mission" in IGSL and to join the IGSL’s Missions Exposure Trips.

☐ I agree with the partnership
☐ I don’t agree with the partnership; cite reason: ________________________________

3. Expansion of Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics – Advanced Placement (STEM – AP) program into Life Science and Physical Science. Life Science will have Biology and Chemistry, while Physical Science will have Physics and Calculus. Students who will join in any of these programs will take the AP exams in G12.

☐ I agree with the expansion
☐ I don’t agree with the expansion

4. I agree to my child’s specialization preference by placing 1, 2, 3, or 4 inside the box beside the specialization. 1 being the first preference, 2 the second preference, 3 the third preference and 4 the fourth preference. By indicating the preference below, I cancel previous preferences indicated.

ABM ☐

STEM- AP

☐ Life / Natural Science
☐ Physical Science

STEM- ICT ☐

I understand the preferences will be used as basis for class sectioning for SY 2016 – 2017 and that section of lesser than 30 students will be dissolved.

5. I agree to my child’s study in AP English as an elective.

☐ Yes ☐ No

6. I agree to my child's possible specialization in Humanities and Social Science (HUMMS)

☐ Yes ☐ No

7. I agree for my child to join an International Study Tour if cost is.....

☐ USD 2,500 or below (e.g., Japan)
☐ USD 2,501 – 5,000 (e.g., Australia)
☐ USD 5,001 or above (e.g., United Kingdom)

8. I intend to transfer my child to another SHS, please check the box below:

☐ Yes, cite reasons: _______________________________________
☐ No